
19:01 Let’s start a band together!

Neighbors, please join me in reading this twen-
tieth release of the International Journal of Proof
of Concept or Get the Fuck Out, a friendly little
collection of articles for ladies and gentlemen of dis-
tinguished ability and taste in the field of reverse
engineering and the study of weird machines. This
release is a gift to our fine neighbors in Heidelberg,
Canberra and Knoxville.

If you are missing the first nineteen issues, we
suggest asking a neighbor who picked up a copy of
the first in Vegas, the second in São Paulo, the third
in Hamburg, the fourth in Heidelberg, the fifth in
Montréal, the sixth in Las Vegas, the seventh from
his parents’ inkjet printer during the Thanksgiv-
ing holiday, the eighth in Heidelberg, the ninth in
Montréal, the tenth in Novi Sad or Stockholm, the
eleventh in Washington D.C., the twelfth in Heidel-
berg, the thirteenth in Montréal, the fourteenth in
São Paulo, San Diego, or Budapest, the fifteenth
in Canberra, Heidelberg, or Miami, the sixteenth
release in Montréal, New York, or Las Vegas, the
seventeenth release in São Paulo or Budapest, the
eighteenth release in Leipzig or Washington, D.C.,
or the nineteenth in Montréal. Two collected vol-
umes are available through No Starch Press, wher-
ever fine books are sold.

On page 5, our editor in chief regales us with
tales of coke! Neither the soft drink nor the alka-
loid, he speaks here of the refined coal that ushered
in the Industrial Revolution, the compromises nec-
essary to build an affordable bridge from wrought
and cast iron when steel has yet to be invented, and
the disastrous collapse of the Tay Bridge in Scot-
land. What modern marvels are made affordable
and efficient by similar fancy tricks, only to collapse
under an adversarial load?

Time and again in this journal, we have seen
that regular expressions have been used in fragile
code that rules our lives. On page 11, Jeff Dileo
presents a trick for formatting Powershell scripts as
email addresses, such that they are executed when
exported by spammers into Microsoft Excel as CSV
textfiles.

Every enterprising young lady and gentleman
who has delved into datasheets and instruction sets
has a moment of curiosity when a field is marked as
undefined, or when it is defined to a constant with no
explanation of that constant’s meaning. Eric Davis-
son shows on page 17 that, at least in the instruc-

tions of modern ARM executables, it is possible to
scramble the constants, breaking compatibility with
disassemblers while executing exactly as intended on
real hardware. Perhaps you, dear reader, can do the
same to other architectures?

After our paper release, and only when qual-
ity control has been passed, we will make an elec-
tronic release named pocorgtfo19.pdf. It is a valid
PDF document, an HTML page, and a ZIP file
filled with fancy papers and source code. You might
also find pocorgtfo19.exe, pocorgtfo19.png and
pocorgtfo19.mp4 with the same MD5 hash. On
page 21, our very own Ange Albertini will show you
show he made this pileup of a polyglot and hash
collisions.

There’s a lot of fancy work that can be do with
homoglyphs in UTF8, but what other clever things
can be done with it? Ryan Speers and Travis Good-
speed have been fuzzing UTF8 interpreters not for
crashes, but for differences of opinion on string le-
gality. On page 39, they will show you how to make
a string that is happily allowed by Java and Golang,
but impossible to insert into a PostgreSQL table.
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Even the best among us, having hoarded elec-
tronic components for years, sometimes lack that
one nifty piece that would make a project work.
Page 44 presents one such project, a vacuum fluores-
cent display driver that was saved by clever thinking
and a refusal to give into frustration.

Rodger Allen presents us, on page 47, with a
clever tool in Haskell that hides text in the unused
space of .bmp and .ico palettes. You just might
find a copy of its source code in the favicon of your
favorite PoC‖GTFO mirror!

We relax for intermission on page 53 with a de-
lightful ditty by Dr. EVM and MMX Show, their
hit single, The Pages of PoC‖GTFO!

So there’s this idea that wherever two users share
a constrained resource, they can use it as a com-
munications channel, just by hogging the resource
or leaving it be. The faster and more tightly con-
strained the resource is, the better to communicate
with it. On page 55, Lorenzo Benelli shows us that
vector multiplication on Intel’s AVX instruction set
is a constrained resource, and that its startup and

shut down delays can be used as a communications
channel. Isn’t that wild?

Gabriel Radanne presents his Camelus Docu-
mentum on page 60, a PDF file that is also exe-
cutable OCaml bytecode. The Sapir-Albertini hy-
pothesis, you heard of it here first, neighbors!

You might remember Alexei Bulazel from his
hilarious AVLeak research at WOOT, in which he
exfiltrated file and registry listings from cloud an-
tivirus products through thousands of preselected
false positives and a fresh unpacker.1 Windows De-
fender has been a pet research project of his, and
on page 64, he explains the internals of its emulator.
You’ll learn how its custom apicall instruction can
be added to IDA Pro, how to add an output chan-
nel for printf() debugging from the emulator, and
how to bypass Microsoft’s mitigations against abuse
of this emulation layer.

On page 80, the last page, we pass around the
collection plate. Our church has no interest in bit-
coins or wooden nickels, but we’d love your donation
of a reverse engineering story. Please send one our
way.

1unzip pocorgtfo19.pdf avleak.pdf
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